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ABSTRACT: The high-energy physk"seomn~uni~ is currently developing plans tv build undergound 
IfaciJities as part of its continuing investigation into the fundamental nature of matter. The runnels and caverns 
are being designed to house a new generation of pmirsle accelerators and detectors. For these projects, the 
cost of constructing the underground facility will constitute a major portion of the told capital cost and prqject 
viability can be greatly enhanced by paying csrrefu'ul attention to design and constmction prxtices. 

A review of recently completed underground physics facIIit1es alld related literature has been unde~nken to 
identify sorne nlanagernent principles that have proven successf~~ll in underground practice. Projects reviewed 
were constmcted in the United States of America and Europe tlsing both Design-Build and more wadisonal 
Engineer-Procure-Gonstmct contract fomats. Although the physics projects reviewed tend to place relatively 
s t ~ c r  tolerances on alimnrtent, stability m d  dryness, their overall requirements are sinlilar to those of other 
tt~rznels and it is hoped that some of the pGnciples promoted in this pager will be of value to the o w e r  of any 
underground project. 

Over the past twenty years the particle physics 
community has b~lilt a nunlbcr of undersound 
projects worldwide. Undergrot~nd sites are prekmed 
h r  many experiments because the groundmass 
overlying the facility acts to block the passage of 
paaicles andlor radiation that could otherwise have a 
delete~ous impact on the expefiments andlor the 
surro~mding envkonment. Underpormd accelerator- 
based projects constructed in this timeframe include 
the Super Roton Synchrotron, the Large Electron 
Positron and the Lwge Hadron Collider Lmnted at 
the European Paflicle Physics Laboratory, in 
Switzerland md fimce; va~ous projects at the 
Deutches Elekrsonen-Synchotscln in Gem~any and 
the Stanford Linear Aceeleralor-Gollider, 
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory and 
Neutrinos at Main Injxtor (NuMX) projects in the 
USA, A number of underground detecrm sites have 
also been constmeted in this same timefrme, 
notably including excavations made withh existkg 
mine boundsies at the Creighton, Homestake, 
Kamiokande, and Soudm mines or located adjacent 
to road tunnels within the Frejus, Manr BIanc and 
Gran Sasso alpine massifs. The cclrnbined 
underground scope of these projects totals close to 
3 0 0  h of tunnel, 10 h of vertical shaft and 
nunlerous chambers and caverns up to 25 rn in span, 
Sadly, the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) 
project, the largest such project so far attempted, was 

terminated before tunnel construction was complete. 
This prc?lect, perhaps above a17 others referer-reed, 
stands as an excellerlt exmpXe of what can be 
achieved when good contracting practices tailored to 
undergrotrnd ec>ns&uction are adopted. 

me physics cornntunity is rlow developing a new set 
of xceleratar projects, including the Tera Electron- 
Volt Supercand~reting Linear Accelerator, the Next 
Linear Collider md the Very Large Hadron GaXlider. 
The scope of underground constmction for these 
facilities will be larger than my so far undert&en. 
Rock runnel horrsings as ctirrently erzvisaged will 
range in length fmm approximately SO to 250 b. In 
addition, a number of new proposals for detector- 
based undergrormd experimental progranzs are being 
developed, notably relative to the study of beta and 
n e u ~ n o  particles, at sites in Brazil, France, Japm, 
Rassia and the USA. 

Effective management of underground d e s i p  md 
construction i s  a c~l lea l  focus o f  the planning 
process as these projects move forwad. The goals of 
this plannhg ase to deliver satisfacwry facilities 
quickly at m affordable price (""btter, faster, 
cheaper"). 

The main design and constmctiun phases of a rock 
tunnel project are shown in the flowebllrt in Figure 



1. The flowchm is based on that proposed by the 
International Tunnelling Association and discussed 
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Figure 1: Tunnel Design hocess Flowchart 

This chart outlines the basic steps in tunnel design 
and consmetion from alimment though 
constmction. The flowchw omits reference to some 
key tasks, notably those associated with estimating 
and scheduling the work. However, the Rowcharl 
does provide a -Eramework for the discussion that 
follows in which ten general pfinciples are proposed 
to suppoa an effective tunnel desim and 
construction process. 

1 TUNNELING IS D 

tunnel project is concerned, probably the most 
critical decisions that need to be addressed at the 
outset are related to preparing the owner for changes 
to his noma1 constmction practices. The owner rnay 
need some convincing that ""nomal" business 
practices rnay not work so well underground. ""First- 
time" tunnel owners, in particular, may see no 
pzticular benefit or need to change established ways 
of doing business and will need convincing that the 
changes are woah the effort, notably because 
* nomal design and consmction pxtner(s) may not 
be able to provide the types and breadth of support 
necessary for underground constnlction 
* significant resources will need to be expended on 
site investigation and this work will need to starl 
early 
* the bid documents rnay need to be changed to 
address the added elements of risk that tunnel 
constmction brings to contracting. 

Of course, the underground project rnay go smoothly 
or encounter problems irrespective of whether an 
owner decides to take such precautions. However, 
such precautions are wananted in order to be 
responsive to the particular vagd~es  of the 
underground project. It will take more effort in the 
short-term, but will provide for more efkctive 
protection of the project over time. If the owner can 
be convinced of the value of these changes up front, 
the rest should be easy l 

2 FARIIILIARm W I m  LOCAL CONDITIONS 

An early understanding of the host rock rnass 
conditions is a critical element in the design process. 
To evaluate a site's suitability, regional and Xocation- 
specific geologic information will need to be 
gathered. Information should be collected on rock 
units, structural folds and faults, groundwater and in 
situ stress regimes. This geological infomation will 
need to be assimilated and interpreted at an early 
stage in design in order to charactefize the rock rnass 
along the alignment(s) and provide input .for concept 
constnrctability and engineeI-;ng maly ses. 

Early acquisition and hterpretation of this data is 
key in support of the design process. This data will 
help quickly eliminate showstopper situations and 
avoid much of the "wheel-spinning" (multiple 
layouts, desips and drafting work) that can occur 
during design and can consume a sizeable amount of 
a highly limited resource. 

Decisions made at the start of the project will have a 
great influence on project outcome. As far as a 



At the earliest stage of design, shown in Figure I .  
adequate site investigation data can generally be 
drawn from field visits and desk studies. In all but 
the remotest of areas, published matter can be found 
to support desk studies (e.g. topographic and 
geologic, land use mapping and related studies). The 
design team should also seek to supplement the 
public domain data sets with specific information on 
constmction projects of a similar nature undeflaken 
in the region. As underlined by Trautmari and 
Kulhawy (1 983) S L I C ~  infomation can most readily 
be tracked down with the help of a local "'geo- 
practitioner" (geologist, engineering geologist, 
geological engineer). Such individuals will know 
where the d;ila is and, more importantly, know how 
to access it. Their familiarity with local formations 
and involvement on other projects will prove 
invaluable to the team throughout design and 
construction. Every desim team needs access to 
such a professional, padicularly at the outset of the 
project when data acquisition and rock rnass 
characterization sElls are at a premium. 

3 CONTRACTORS' DESIGN INPUT 

By the time a basic rock characterization has been 
attained for a site, key underground end-user 
requirements will also need to have been established. 
n e s e  requirements will typically include a 
definition of the space and environmental needs of 
the operating systems as installed. In this regard, the 
physics end-user is likely to focus on issues such as 
foundation stability, dryness and alignment given 
that the success of their operations (accelerator 
andor detector) will be highly dependent upon tlclese 
aspects of the opening's penformanee. However, 
before decisions are made and drawings developed 
defining alignment and cross-sectional requirements, 
the end user should be made aware that same 
compromises might be needed if the facility is to be 
built economically. 

Figure 2: Factors influencing the structural behavior 
of a lunnel, after Sutcliffe et aX. (2990) 

Absolutes in precision, stability and watertightness 
cannot be met easily in a natural, variable rock 
material and the needs of the experiment will need to 
be balmced against the practical constraints that the 
ground rnass imposes. To reach the econornic 
compromises discussed above, the requirements 
setter(s), the designer(s) and builders should ideally 
have an opporhnity to discrxss the .factors that will 
impact tunnel behavior, as shown in Figure 2. 
Ironically, contractors, who trndoubtedly have the 
best appreciation of the constraints of tunnel 
construction and are the ones wI~o will ultimately 
price and build the facility, are often completely 
excluded from all stages of the design process. 

A way needs to be found, regardless of the contract 
fomat, to solicit the input of the tunnel builder in 
order to establish an understanding of the process 
and build-up confidence in the practicality of the 
design (Atkinson et al. 1997). A tunnel design 
developed with due regard to the constraints of the 
construction process results in a more practical 
design and ultimately provides for a rnore affordable 
and lower risk construction product. A more 
integrated design strategy that involves the 
contractor can also provide for a rnore knovative 
approach to tunneling (Songer and Molenaar, 1996) 
and help to lower risks associated with unreasonable 
end-user demmds. 

4 CASE HISTORY BENCHMARKING 

One basic question that needs to be addressed d u ~ n g  
design is that of precedent, Have simila tunnels 
been built belfore? And if they have, what was the 
outcome? Such questions usually emanate from the 
owner or their representative who are interested in 
understanding exactly what kind of situation they 
have gotten into! These are reasonable questions for 
which the owner should expect comprehensive 
answers. Underground projects w i ~  similar rock 
mass and constmction methods and means should be 
researched and made available for the desigrr t e rn  to 
review. Some papers and repofis that have compiled 
tunnel project data bases include the United States 
National Committee on Tunneling Technology 
(USNCm) (1 984), Sinha (1 986), Parkes (1 9881, the 
Association Franqaise des Tlravaux en Soutenain 

S) (19941, and, Nelson et a1.(1994). These 
databases are recommended as a resource for anyone 
seeking an objective evaluatio~~ of case histor;ies, 
they describe mining perEomance and problems 
encountered over the length of the tunnel. In 
addition to the compiled data base mateial Listed 



above, rtmnel constmetian issues are often reported 
in a number of industry jo~~mals  and in conference 
proceedings such as those of  the Australian 
Tunnelling Conkrence, Ir~terxatianal Tunneling 
Association, Noah Amefican "Trxnneling Conference, 
Rapid Excavation and Tunneling Conference and 
Tunnelling Symposi~rm. 

The owner" confidence in the villbility of the 
"Wnnel plan" will be improved if comparable ease 
history data can be compiled and assimilated. The 
owner wil l  be even more cmvinced if visits to 
sirnilas sites can be orgmized. Examhation of case 
studies also serves as a reality check on plans. A 
similar case whose outcomes are Inconsistent with 
current projections may raise useful questions or 
may point to key parameters tlr& differ between the 
projects. 

5 XNTEGRArnD ENGrnEERrnG 

In the title of their 1979 paper, CuHis and Rock 
frame the problem of working on stmctural linings 
undergound as follows: "Tunnel Linings - Desip?'" 
This title is a simple achowledgement that gound 
loading on a tunnel lining is difficult to predict even 
in the most homogeneous of goundmasses, This 
uncertainly can restlIt in co~~servatism and/or 
complexity in desim; for example, the use of thick 
cast-in-place linings to supporl an othemise strong 
rock mass. 

The aver-design of the final lining is difficult to 
avoid when Loading conditions cmnot be predicted 
with gre& certainty. Key to minimizing such over- 
designs is a consideration of the ground" ability to 
cont~bure to the long-term stability of the opening. 
To h i s  end there is a need to better inregate the 
geotechnicd engineer's howledge in to the 
smctural engineer" model. Such integation may 
allow greater oppofluniv for a discussion of the 
strengths of the rock mass and ultimately result in 
the sQeamlining or even elimination of a "pmanent 
stmcmre." 

6 RISK MANAGEMENT 

Risks associated with underguund conslruction art3 
notoriously difficult to desc~be  and quantify and 
setting realistic expectations For scope, cost and 
schedule is always a major challenge. Risks 
underground are strongly influenced by a number of 
factors, including the dl;versity/cornplexity of  the 
geology, the density of the site investigation 

coverage, the amount and relevance of compiled 
case history inkrmation, the flexibility of the 
selected mining methods and means and the s&ll-set 
of the constmclion team. 

Risk analyses should be performed at c~tieaf 
junctures during design and constn~ction to ensure 
tilat risks are properly characte~zed. Risk analysis 
should be pefiomed to identie the types of risk to 
which the project is exposed and provide for an 
estimate of tl~eir frequency of oceursence, and the 
sever;rty of their impacf ultimately in terns of cast 
a d  schedule. Management shorxld use such 
inhrmation to decide upon the type and extent of 
mitigation required f;or each type of risk event. 

Whatever the level of risk mtieipated on the job it is 
i m p o w l  to find a mecha~~ism that allows this r;?sk 
to be objectively expressed and communicated to 
others. Ta manage such risks effectively the impacts 
of risk on cost and schedule me perhaps best 
expressed under a sefies of "what iJ1hseenasios- 
711ese scenarios are needed to complement the 
deterministic cost and schedule pedormmce 
reporling systems and w I I X  serve to remind 
management that although underground problems 
are not shown as activities an the schedule the 
possibility of encountering them is real ! 

Even the most thororrgh site investigation of the 
most unifam geologic conditions will nor be able to 
completely define the scope af an underground 
consmclion contract. Some surprises from the 
natural matefial should always be anticipated along 
the way and an effoa should be made to provide 
mmagement with a clear expression of risk as an 
integral part of the normal reporting process. 

7 C O N m A C m G  SmAmGIES 

Nowadays, design and build is commonly held to 
have distinct advaneages over more waditional 
Enginee~ng-Procure~nent-Gonstmc t contracting* but 
design and build will not always provide the best 
soIution. Under the ~ g h t  circumstances, a design 
and build approach may save l"ne owner time and 
money and offer the individual contractor the best 
oppomnity to inlegrare the design needs of 
constmcdon with their prefe'erred methods and 
mems. As Cording (1 985) notes, "me separation of 
desim tlnd specifications from the contractor's 
plmning creak: unnecessay impediments and adds 
unnecessary costs to the project." H~owever~ there are 
circumstances where the owner may wish to 



maintain greater active control of the underground 
project through its execution, notably where ;public 
interest is high anaor architeetrrral features are an 
impoflant part of the project. As pointed-out by 
Boye and Eskensen (2003) the agument for des ip  
and build is weakened as public involvement in the 
pemanent works design (geornetq, layout, 
aesthetics) and complexity of the contract interfaces 
increases. As the needs for prescgptive language in 
design and consmction is reduced, the case becomes 
stronger for leaving the contractor greater flexibility 
in hislher choice of methods and means within the 
framework of the design and build contract option. 

8 ORGANIZING FOR SUCCESS 

AIX of the issues discussed above, while important, 
are secondw wl-ren cornpzlred to the need far 
assembling and maintaining a good project learn to 
manage the work. Care should be exercised in the 
selection of all team members wheher sesched and 
selected from in-house s tag or our-sourced. At a 
minimum, candidate members sholrld be expected to 
demonsQate a requisite level of individual ax~d 
cuporate competence, and work products should be 
provided that exemplify the candidate's ability to 
fulfill project-specific roles. Focrrs should be placed 
on judging the relevance of past experience (simila 
requirements, geology, rnethods and means, ete.), 

F i e r e  3: Mmagement Organization for the SSCIL, 
after U S N C V  (1 989) 

When there is inadequate experlise within the 
owr~er" existing argdnisation, responsibili.ty for the 
xnanagement of the design anaor consCnrction may 
be delegated, as shown in Figure 3, Here the SSCL 
Architecfingineer and Construction Manzlger 
(AEICM) tern was cxeft~lly selected hllouring 
guidelines setout by the US National Committee on 
Tunneling Technology, Geoteehnical Bawd 

( U S N C P  1989). The selected RE/:ICM (Parsons 
Brinckcrhoff and. Morrison fiudsen) provided a 
dedicated tern of expe~eneed professionals to the 
SSCL ~~raject.  The project was managed to cost and 
schedule up until its ternrination in the early 1990's. 

9 THE VALUE OF REVIEWS 

Technical reviews are a common part of most large 
tulmel projects. They can be regarded as a 
clistractian lErorn the core project objectives, bur if 
properly run they can provide valt~able oppoflnnities 
for improved communication and learning between 
project members and ultimately result in a better 
project. Reviews are most likely to be effective if the 
agenda is established ahead of time and if 
patielpants are invited based on their ability to 
address agenda items. In some instances, an 
individual nlay be non~inated to play the role of 
""dvils  advocate""^ encourage and broaden the 
framework of discussion. Issues should be framed in 
such a way that participants are not asked to answer 
leading questions and attention should be paid to 
ensure that individuals are not j3laced in positions 
where conflicts of interest might arise. 

m e  review process should encourage frank and 
open discussion between participants aimed at 
comprehensively addressing agenda topics and 
answet-;ng specilk questions. Review orrtcornes 
should incl~tde a single attendee-reviewed document 
that faitl1fuEulliy records the topics discussed, findings 
and recommendations. Any review 
recommendations that require fallow-up should be 
addressed and appropriate actions taken. 

10 LESSONS LEARNED 

Many of the decisions made d u ~ o g  the course of a 
lunnel project are expenenee-driven. Despite 
improvements in rock mass modeling and the 
predicricm of mining perfommce the induslsy is 
likely to remain heavily dependent on &is 
""experience factor" for the %reseeable future. 
Within the indusw there is m on-going need to 
share and learn from our collective experiences, both 
good a d  bad. The industry, cannot afford to let 
every owner learn from hidher own mistakes. If past 
successes and failures go unreported oppoaunities 
for improved practices will be lost and tbe same 
common errors will continue to be repeated. 

A more concerted e f i r t  is needed to rnethodjicalXy 
analyze and openly discuss the mderlying reasons 
for sLrceess and failure of tt~nnel jobs. Sharing these 



expefiences would allow the tunneling potagonists 
the oppoflunity to get srnarler more ~icXcly and 
allow potential owners better insight in to the 
workings of the ~~r~derground constmetion industry. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Digging a hole underground is not as simple as it 
sounds. Cost and risk ase potentially much higher 
than they are for equivalent sudace-based or cut md  
cover smctures. Tunneling really does present the 
owner with a different set of constmetion challenges 
than helshe may be accustomed to dealing with. 

At the outset of the tunnel project, focus should be 
placed on educating the owner to the pasticular 
vagaies of the underground conbact. As work 
commences attention should be paid to developing 
an emly appreciation of the site in general m d  the 
rock mass in pMieular. During the design, focus 
should be placed on prclperly integralr;ng the end- 
user and engineering needs of the facility with the 
constsuction preferences of the contractor. 

For tunneling particular attention should be placed 
on establishkg and updating expectaf ons for costs 
and schedule pedommce. Tiegudless of the 
contracting strategies and the irrstmmenls chosen to 
mitigate andlor allmate fisks, the owner will need to 
be regulzlsly b ~ e f e d  on issues of project fisk as 
tunnel projects ;Ire vulnerable to c~ t i ca l  path delays. 
Reviews can be valuable tools for providing fresh 
technical md contractual insights to the management 
tern. 

Dufing construction, the contract will require active 
management in order to ensure that contrxt 
provisims we met and, that ground conditions are 
evaluated and timely decisions made as necessary. 

At the end of each tunnel job the process and 
outcome should be objecfvely reported so that any 
lessons learned can serve as a reference md guide 
for other owners and industsy professionals alike. 
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